REPLIES TO PRE-BID QUERIES OF "Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning (SITC) of Kitchen Equipment in Exhibition Hall 1 & Convention
Centre at IICC Dwarka, New Delhi, on TURNKEY Basis"
SL NO.

BIDDER'S QUERY

Reply

Bharti Refrigeration Works

1

Equipment Number -11, PP11 VEGETABLE WASHING MACHINE -The companies which
you have selected, we regret to mention that few of the names like KEI and Splenor
both are the Kumar equipment company brand name this company is Indian. Likewise Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
we are also one of the leading companies in India especially in the field of customized Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
products. So please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this
name. (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts”)

2

Equipment Number -12, PP2, RICE WASHING MACHINE-The companies which you
have selected, we regret to mention that few of the names like KEI and Splenor both
Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
are the Kumar equipment company make name this company is Indian. so please this
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is
“Kitchen Concepts”)

3

Equipment Number-17, PP4 POTATO PEELER-The companies which you have selected,
we regret to mention that few of the names like KEI and Splenor both are the Kumar
Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
equipment company make name this company is Indian. so please this is request to
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen
Concepts”)

4

5

Equipment Number -18, PP5, PULVARIZER-You mention the Splenor make of Kumar
Equipment Company make name this company is Indian. so please this is request to
you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen
Concepts”)
Equipment Number -19, PP3, TILTING WET GRINDER-You mention the Splenor make
of Kumar Equipment Company make name this company is Indian. so please this is
request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is
“Kitchen Concepts”)

Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes

Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes

6

Equipment Number -28, PP6, VEGETABLE CUTTING MACHINE STAND ALONE-You
mention the KEI make of Kumar Equipment Company make name this company is
Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
Indian. so please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts) and one brand you mention STEEL PLAY
We not find this brand so please give us the detail for this manufacture.

7

Equipment Number -54, 15, NPP9, IK7, HK8 and NHK9-WORK TOP UNDER FREEZER- There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
You mention the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company make Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
this company is Indian. So please this is request to you please add our brand also for
remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts).
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes

8

Equipment Number -58, 59, 24, 25, 46, and 47, FOUR DOOR (4 HALF DOOR) VERTICAL There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
CHILLER-You mention the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
make this company is Indian. So please this is request to you please add our brand
also for remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts)
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes

9

Equipment Number -14-TILTING BOILING PAN-150--You mention the KEI make of
Kumar Equipment Company make name this company is Indian. so please this is
request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is
“Kitchen Concepts) and one brand you mention STEEL PLAY We not find this brand so
please give us the detail for this manufacture.

Folllowing are the makes specified for this item - KEI, RG
Incorporation, Steelplay.
Details of Steelplay - Steelplay Innovations Pvt Ltd., Plot no. 139O, Lower Ground, Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon.

10

Equipment Number -47, 48, 49, 80, 81, 82, 82A, 83, 83A, 84, 84A, 85, 86, 87, 88,
DW10, EH1, EH2, EH3, EH4, EH5, EH6, B-13, B-14 and B-15 -EXHAUST HOOD -You
mention the SPLENOR makes of Kumar Equipment this company is Indian. So please Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.
this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand
name is “Kitchen Concepts).

11

Equipment Number -8, CHAPATHY MAKING SEMI AUTOMATIC MACHINE--The
companies which you have selected, we regret to mention that few of the names like Splenor and KEI are separate companies.
KEI and Splenor both are the Kumar equipment company make name this company is
Indian. so please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.
name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts”)

12

Equipment Number -14, 31, 31A, 45, 79, PP16, BK4, IK6, HK7, NHK8 and B-04 WORK
There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
TOP UNDER CHILLER-You mention the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar
Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
Equipment Company make this company is Indian. So please this is request to you
please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
Concepts)

13

Equipment Number-14 and 67 -BRAT PAN ( BRAISING PAN)-90-100 LTS CAP-You mention the KEI make of Kumar Equipment Company make name this company is
Indian. so please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name
(Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts) and one brand you mention STEEL PLAY We
not find this brand so please give us the detail for this manufacture

Folllowing are the makes specified for this item - KEI, RG
Incorporation, Steelplay.
Details of Steelplay - Steelplay Innovations Pvt Ltd., Plot no. 139O, Lower Ground, Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon.

14

Equipment Number -PP17, PP18, NPP10 and NPP11 -REACH IN CHILLER ( 4 DOOR)
There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
VERTICAL CHILLER) -You mention the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar
Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
Equipment Company make this company is Indian. So please this is request to you
please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.
Concepts)

15

Equipment Number -PP19 and NPP12 -REACH IN FREEZER ( 2 DOORVERTICAL CHILLER) There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
-You mention the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company make Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
this company is Indian. So please this is request to you please add our brand also for
remove this name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts)
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

16

Equipment Number -BK1, BK2 and B-20 -TWO DOOR VERTICAL CHILLER -You mention There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
the COOL-MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company make this company is Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
Indian. So please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this
name (Our brand name is “Kitchen Concepts)
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

17

Equipment Number-IK1 -TILTING BOILING STEAMER--You mention the KEI make of
Kumar Equipment Company makes name this company is Indian. so please this is
request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand name is
“Kitchen Concepts) and one brand you mention STEEL PLAY We not find this brand so
please give us the detail for this manufacture

Folllowing are the makes specified for this item - KEI, RG
Incorporation, Steelplay.
Details of Steelplay - Steelplay Innovations Pvt Ltd., Plot no. 139O, Lower Ground, Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon.

18

Equipment Number -IK4-BRAT PAN -FRYING PAN-GAS MODEL--You mention the KEI
make of Kumar Equipment Company make name this company is Indian. so please
this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our brand
name is “Kitchen Concepts) and one brand you mention STEEL PLAY We not find this
brand so please give us the detail for this manufacture

Folllowing are the makes specified for this item - KEI, RG
Incorporation, Steelplay.
Details of Steelplay - Steelplay Innovations Pvt Ltd., Plot no. 139O, Lower Ground, Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon.

19

Equipment Number -B-19 -TWO DOOR VERTICAL FREEZER-You mentions the COOL- There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company make this company is Indian. So Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our
brand name is “Kitchen Concepts)
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

20

Equipment Number -B-24 -UNDERCOUNTER BOTTLE CHILLER-You mention the COOL- There are three brands specified for these items and all three are
MAX brand that brand is Kumar Equipment Company make this company is Indian. So Indian makes - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams.
please this is request to you please add our brand also for remove this name (Our
brand name is “Kitchen Concepts)
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

Klas Products Pvt Ltd
21

Vegetable cutting machine 400 Kg/hrs. The makes mentioned should include Hobart /
Indian brands are given priority as per Make in India policy.
Robot Coupe / Electrolux

22

Vegetable washer 30 to 40 Kg/hr should include makes like Washmatic

There are three brands specified - KEI, Splenor, Cosmos.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

23

Rice washer machine 50 Kg/hr should include make of Santosh / Klas

The brand "Santosh" is not primarily into kitchen equipment. As
part of their other business, they also manufacture some kitchen
equipments, thus we cannot consider the same.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

24

Potato peeler 30 Kg/batch - should include makes of Santosh / Klas

The brand "Santosh" is not into primarily kitchen equipment. As
part of their other business, they also manufacture some kitchen
equipments, thus we cannot consider the same.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

25

Pulverizer should include makes of Santosh / Klas

The brand "Santosh" is not into primarily kitchen equipment. As
part of their other business, they also manufacture some kitchen
equipments, thus we cannot consider the same.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

26

Wet Grinder 20 ltr. should include make like Santosh / Laxmi

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

27

Wet Grinder 10 Ltr. should include make like Santosh / Laxmi

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

28

Regarding 4 door chiller / undercounter refrigerator, make of Coolmax is not available
We have given 3 brands - Coolmax, Blue Star, Williams - and all
in Indian market.
However, a Chinese make by the name of coolmes matches with your model no. are available in Indian market.
mentioned in your tender. As per Govt. of India Policy make in India items are
preferred. We suggest that this brand be removed from tender specs. Instead brands Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
like Palace / Klas / Steller be included.

29

Combi Steamer - Brands of Welbilt / Hobart / Convotherm be included

Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional make.

30

Fire suppression system : Brands like Buckeye be included

Indian brands are given priority as per Make in India policy

31

Chapatti making machine : brands like Qualimark / Chappatiqueen / JDS technology
be included

Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional make.

32

Tilting braising pan : Brands like Aster / Klas be included

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

33

Washing machine : Brands like Washmatic be included

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

34

Exhaust Hood: Brands like Klas / Aster / Palace be included

Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.

35

Dough Kneader : Brands like Nirala / Rupali be included

Financial capacity: Net worth of bidder to be reduced from 30% to 20% of the
estimated value
Bharti Refrigeration Works

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

36

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same

37

In Some Equipment the companies which you have selected, we regret to mention
that few of the names like KEI, Splenor and COOL-MAX all are the Kumar equipment
company brand name this company is Indian. KEI his firm name. We search the
Splenor but we not get any company who is the manufacture in hoods. If you know
this manufacturer kindly provide his contact detail. COOLMAX is not a brand its real RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
name is COOLMES and COOLMES is coming from china. Likewise we are also one of
the leading companies in India especially in the field of customized products. So
please this is request to you please add our brand. (Our brand name is “Kitchen
Concepts”) (Our firm name is Bharti Refrigeration Works (BRW)

38

You mention a brand STEEL PLAY we not find this brand so please give us the detail Steelplay Innovations Pvt Ltd., Plot no. 139-O, Lower Ground,
for this manufacture
Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon.

39

Kindly give us the time for the site visit

40

All Work Top Under Freezer and Work Top Under Chiller-Your mention the two brand
Model numbers for both brands are same.
one is WILLIAMS -BANGALORE and Second is COOL-MAX but if you see in the
specification both model number are same how is the possible. Kindly clarify because
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes
is already clarify that my previous letter COOL-MAX is not a brand

41

All Four Door and Two Door-Your mention the two brands one is WILLIAMS BANGALORE and second is COOL-MAX but if you see in the specification both model
numbers are same only one digit change this is not possible because if you see where Model numbers for both brands are similar.
is four door COOL-MAX mention in 4 and where is Two door they are mention 2 and
all words are same, how is the possible.
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.
Kindly clarify because this is already clarified that my previous letter COOL-MAX is not
a brand.

Site visit is being organised at 11.00 AM on 19th April 2021.
Please Contact Rajiv Das - Mob no. 9910086443

42

You are requested to kindly extend the time for the submission of the bid because
tender is very big. We required the preparation time to submit the bid quite RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
competitively

Kumar Equipments (India) Pvt Ltd
43

CLAUSE 6.10. Retention Money. 5% against each bill. Clarification on release of
RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
retention on submission of PBG

44

CLAUSE 6.12. DLP. 12 months from handing over to employer and till completion of
defect liability. clarification required if the site is delayed. the delay in site will hinder
RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
handover and will affect the warranty also accordingly. this will apply mainly to all
outsourced material

45

CLAUSE 6.15. Approval of fire department for the work in the scope of contractor. To
Bidder's understanding is correct. To be included in price Bid.
be included inprice. Clarification required

46

CLAUSE 6.20. Water and electricity chargeable basis. Clarification required. In general
Water and electricity during installation and before handing over
water, electricity and all other MEP services are to be provided by the client upto the
would be provided on chargeable basis as per availability.
equipment as marked and shown in MEP drawings

47

CLAUSE 7.54. TDS. Income tax and GST shall be deducted from payment
credited/released by employer. Clarification required on GST part. GST charged is
normally claimed by the vendor and deposited with the authorities. You may seek
proof of such deposit through submission of payment challans

The selected Bidder needs to bifurcate their monthly bill into
works and applicable GST at the time of submission of monthly
bill in accordance to the price bid. GST shall be dealt in
accordance to the applicable GST rules and regulations.

48

CLAUSE 8.1. All civil and MEP works related to successful installation of kitchen
equipment is responsibility of contractor. Clarification required. Any minor civil work
related to the installation is carried out by us, but all the civil work as cited in your
clause is not justified.

Minor works required for last point connectivity for Kitchen
Equipments or as required during the time of installation of
kitchen Equipments including repair thereof will be the
responsibility of Kitchen Contractor.

49

Apart from the above, we would seek permission to visit the Site for assessment of
the area where the equipment is ordered for Installation and Commissioning. The Site visit is being organized at 11.00 AM on 19th April 2021.
entire topography also needs to be assessed to be sure that the ordered equipment is Please Contact Rajiv Das - Mob no. 9910086443
transported and installed at the relevant places

50

The Tender Processing Fees being nonrefundable, we would seek reduction of the
same. Instead, you may enforce submission of Refundable Earnest Money Deposit Tender processing fees shall remain nonrefundable. For
which would facilitate the participation of only genuine financially capable reduction in tender processing fees please refer Corrigendium-1
participants

51

The financial Worthiness of the participating Vendor has been shown a little less
considering the value of the proposed contract. The amount of Rs.3.5 Crore, we feel is
too less for a contract estimated to be of Rs.12 Crore, which might also increase
considering the importance of the project and the timeline for completion. A
participating Vendor having a turnover of Rs.3.5 Crore only per annum, would not be RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
in a position to execute a project of such an enormous value within a span of 4-5
months. And hence the financial worthiness for evaluation Criteria should be
increased to a level that the successful Vendor is in a position the complete the
project in the timeline

Rans Technocrats (India) Pvt Ltd

52

Under the Header of Technical Capacity Clause No. 4.2.2 of the RFQ cum RFP - to be
eligible for the bidding, the bidder, shall submit Experience of having successfully
completed similar works during last 7 years ending last day of month previous to the
one in which applications are invited should be either of the following:
Three similar completed works each costing not less than the amount equal to 40% of
estimated cost (Rs. 5,00,00,000/-). Or
Two similar completed works each costing not less than the amount equal to 50% of
the estimated cost (Rs. 6,25,00,000/-). Or
RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
One similar completed work costing not less than the amount equal to 80% of the
estimated cost (Rs. 10,00,00,000/-).
Private sector certificates will be acceptable
In fact we are into the trade of manufacturing and trading of Kitchen equipment since
1998 and are a well renowned company all over India but unfortunately we do not
possess the completion certificates as mentioned above from the government
organization but from the private sector we have plenty.
Our point of concern is that in the private sector the TDS is not deducted on the entire
Completed Value of the project but only at the installation cost. In view of it could we
be considered as an eligible vender to apply for your prestigious Tender.

53

We are covered in MSME so could you please consider the exemption for depositing
the processing fee of Rs 100, 000/- + GST.

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.

Equinox Solutions Limited
54

This is a SITC contract

55

Non-refundable tender fee of 1,00,000/- is not
acceptable. Either
EMD or equal amount or more than this but should be refundable

Yes
change

to Tender processing fees shall remain nonrefundable. For
reduction in tender processing fees please refer Corrigendium-1

56

All equipment makes have been selected based on their
performance. Also for each equipment 3 makes have been
There are number of equipment contribute major value in this tender are considered
specified.
from the manufacturer participating in this bidding process. Any equipment except
fabrication by the bidder of the tender must not be accepted. Otherwise, there is no
Refer Corrigendum 1 for additional makes.
point to compare, as these bidders will be lesser than other. Some of the equipment
for example as follow:
a) Vegetable washers b) Rice Washers c) Potato peelers d) Vegetable cutting machine
E) Tilting boiling pan F) Chapati Making machine G) Brat Pan H) Steam Kettle

57

Except fabrication and traditional Indian cooking equipment, there is hardly anyone in
India manufacrurer technical cooking equipment with proper safety standard, any
certfication, durability and fit for these types of Convention Center operation. We
suggest to go with imported equipment which are critical in these types of operation Indian brands are given priority as per Make in India policy.
to aviod complete operation failure once convention center is operational. We can
show the project of similar size from some other operation to check on the quality
and equipment finishes

58

Payment terms should be changed. a)20% Advance b)70% on Deliver
c)5 % on installation d)5% on Handover (DLP for one year)
e)Site visit requested to check physical challenges at site

RFQ cum RFP Conditions shall remain same.
Site visit is being organised at 11.00 AM on 19th April 2021.
Please Contact Rajiv Das - Mob no. 9910086443

